
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT 

 

 

I, Major-General MZONDASE WILLIAM MPEMBE, state under oath as follows: 

 

A Introduction 

1. 

I am an adult male with Identity number is 620110 5871 08 9, employed as the 

Deputy Provincial Commissioner of the South African Police Service (“SAPS”), North 

West Province, responsible for operations. I report to the Provincial Commissioner 

as the provincial organogram shows which is provided in a separate document filed 

with this statement. My experience and development within SAPS appears in a 

separate document filed herewith, some aspects of which I shall highlight during the 

course of my evidence-in-chief.  

2. 

I am advised that, following concerns that were raised in open session of the 

Commission about evidence-in-chief that goes beyond the statement that has been 

provided thus catching some parties by surprise, I should provide a more 

comprehensive statement of that about which I shall give oral evidence. I do so by 

building on my 56-paragraph statement that is already before this Commission 

3. 

I am also advised that the comprehensive statement should ideally include my 

response to questions that have been raised with other witnesses and criticisms that 
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have been levelled at the SAPS operation in the statements of various experts in so 

far as these may have a bearing on my role as Overall Commander of the operation. 

This approach is intended to curtail my evidence-in-chief in so far as it may be 

practical and convenient to do so but without compromising the substance of that 

evidence. I also believe that such an approach may help move matters along so as 

to enable the Commission to reach finality sooner rather than later, and for the 

families of the deceased and injured persons to find closure sooner. 

 

B Broad Outline 

4. 

In this supplementary statement, and in my oral evidence-in-chief, I shall cover the 

following matters, subject to such additional matters as the Chairperson and 

Commissioners may reasonably consider as being within my personal knowledge 

(although I hasten to add that I am not able to assist the Commission on what 

actually happened during the shooting on Thursday 16 August 2012 because I was 

not at the scene of the shooting): 

• The events on Monday 13 August 2012 in so far as they are within my 

personal knowledge; 

• The events on Tuesday 14 August 2012 in so far as they are within my 

personal knowledge; 

• The events on Wednesday 15 August 2012 in so far as they are within my 

personal knowledge; 

• The events on Thursday 16 August 2012 in so far as they are within my 

personal knowledge; 

• The events on Friday 17 August 2012 in so far as they are within my personal 

knowledge; 
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• The meeting of the SAPS members in Potchefstroom between Monday 27 

August 2012 and Thursday 06 September 2012 in so far as what happened 

there is within my personal knowledge; 

In addition I shall deal with some of the criticisms levelled at the SAPS operation and 

which have been put to me for comment by the SAPS legal representatives. I do so 

only in so far as I am able to do. I do not pretend to have answers to every 

conceivable criticism. For example, I cannot comment on the criticism of the ratio of 

police to strikers as an accepted international norm. I am not an expert in public 

order policing or crowd management although I have practical experience therein. 

My approach on 13 August 2012 and in approving the SAPS plan has thus been 

based on my experience and that approach has been successfully implemented on 

numerous occasions in the past. 

Some of these issues have already been covered in my original statement. I only 

supplement them here. 

 

C Monday 13 August 2012  

5. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 4 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. Mr Kwadi is Lonmin’s Employee Relations Senior Manager and Mr 

Mokoena is Lonmin’s Executive Vice President responsible for Human Capital and 

External Affairs. Mr Barnard Mokoena, referring to the protestors, stated that the 

marchers were “faceless” and that the company does not know them. This issue was 

later resolved when I brought photographs of some of the protesters that had been 

taken by the police, showed them to Lonmin management, and they identified them 

as their employees and members of NUM and AMCU.  

6. 

In addition to what I said in paragraph 9 of the original statement I wish to add the 

following. I pause here to point out that the reason I did not task Brigadier Calitz, as 

Operational Commander, to lead this interception of marchers near the railway line 
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was that (1) he does not speak any of the languages with which those marchers are 

conversant and in my experience language is one of the major factors in the success 

or failure of intervention in such events; (2) I speak their language and understand 

their “culture” or belief systems; (3) I have extensive experience in crowd 

management interventions and I shall refer to some during my evidence by way of 

example. 

7. 

I am advised that there is criticism about the fact that there existed no plan for my 

interception of the group near the railway line on Monday 13 August 2012. This is not 

a fair criticism. That interception was not a separate operation requiring its own plan. 

It was a spontaneous event to which I responded within two hours of being instructed 

requested to do so. The Provincial Commissioner requested me around 12h45 to 

attend to the problem and I was at the scene with about 70 members shortly after 

14h00. By then, at least four people had been killed and approximately 10 severely 

injured. I considered it necessary to try and stem that murderous tide before more 

lives were lost. It was thus not an option to wait for a specific plan to be developed, 

discussed at the JOCCOMM and then implemented many hours later by which time 

more damage could very well have occurred. I made a judgment call to intercept 

sooner than later relying on my experience.   

8. 

In paragraph 18 of my original statement I stated that I was going to count to 3. This 

was a mistake. I in fact said I was going to count to 10 and expect them to drop their 

weapons and disperse. In addition I pause here to point out that Lt Col Merafe 

(Commander: Rustenburg Public Order Police) did not agree with my approach and 

preferred that those protesters be dispersed and arrested right there and then. I 

maintained that it would be unwise to arrest and disperse at that time: 

•  The group of protesters were mobile moving from one point to another when 

we confronted them 

• There was no plan on how the disarmament would happen beyond the 

request by the Provincial Commissioner 
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• There is a public and service road running parallel to the railway line and 

civilians might appear at any moment and be caught up in possible clashes 

between the protesters and the police if they resisted the police action. 

• There is a residential area behind the railway line This was also a sensitivity in 

relation to a dispersal action  

• I did not know when the next train would pass by. If it passed by during a 

dispersal process people might get injured or, worse, killed.  

9. 

There is also no truth in the claim that I changed my instructions and intention on 

Monday 13 August 2012 as I received advice from junior officers as suggested by Mr 

White. I have read the statement of Lt Baloyi on which Mr White relies for this claim. 

It says nothing of the sort. There is also no indication in Lt Baloyi’s statement that I 

changed my mind when he “advised” me that stun grenades should be used. I never 

gave such an order. It is not clear to me why Mr White would make such a claim 

when the very document on which he relies does not support it. In fact, the fact that I 

did not pursue Lt Col Merafe’s approach disproves Mr White’s suggestion.  

10. 

When the CS gas was fired I was at the back of the protesters with other police 

members and I did not give an order for it to be fired.  

11. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 22 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. I tasked Major-General Annandale to chair the JOCCOMM because as 

Head of Specialised Units (which include Public Order Police) it would be easier to 

source additional resources of specialised units and I expected that he would be 

well-versed in the resources and deployment of such units. It was clear to me that 

this was not a situation for which POP alone was suited. It seemed to me this 

situation called for more than a crowd management intervention. 
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12. 

Later that evening the National Commissioner came to Marikana and was briefed by 

me and Brigadier Calitz on what had happened. I told her that when I showed 

Lonmin management the photos of some of the protesters they said they could only 

help us the following day because the responsible people had already knocked off 

duty. The National Commissioner said they must assist the police in identifying those 

people that evening. We then went to Lonmin management where the National 

Commissioner asked them to assist the police in getting the unions to negotiate so 

as to stop the violence. Lonmin management agreed to assist us. 

 

D Tuesday 14 August 2012 

13. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 23 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. There is no such thing as POP negotiators in the SAPS. Negotiators are 

called hostage negotiators but they normally negotiate in crisis situations. But they 

are SAPS negotiators and can be deployed in any situation that requires negotiated 

outcomes. The training of all negotiators is the same. The advantage that Lt Col 

McIntosh had was that he had experience in labour related negotiations. 

14. 

I chaired the JOCCOMM briefing on the morning of Tuesday 14 August 2012.  

15. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 25 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. The operational strategy that was presented by Lt Col Scott was not 

accepted without discussion. There were numerous contributions from experienced 

officers at the JOCCOMM. I shall give examples of these contributions during my 

oral evidence. In short, the suggestion that this was a so-called “Scott plan” is not 

correct. It is in fact unfortunate that such a suggestion should be made as it 

undermines the numerous senior officers at the JOCCOMM who out-rank Lt Col 
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Scott to suggest that they accepted a plan that was imposed on them by an officer of 

a lower rank. This did not happen. 

16. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 27 of my original statement, dealing with stage 

2 of the plan and particularly the deployment of barbed wire, I wish to add the 

following. This specific step was informed by a desire to create a safe area for the 

police and media. 

17. 

In relation to stage 3 I pause to point out that this is in line with Standing Order 262 

which considers failure of negotiations and threat of damage to property and life as 

reasons for dispersal action. Compounding the problem were the following  

• Negotiations by the SAPS directly with them since Monday 13 August 2012 

had failed.  

• Negotiations with them through the presidents of the two trade unions (AMCU 

and NUM) had failed.  

• Papa 1 had reported that the mood of the crowd had changed for the worse 

and I feared they might take their frustration out on innocent by-standers. 

• People were being attacked, maimed and killed by these protesters for going 

to work. There was always the danger and risk of further killings because the 

employer and employees continued to refuse talking to each other.  

• There were already threats made against the police that they would die in 

Marikana that day. 

 

There was thus nothing wrong with the Provincial Commissioner using the failure of 

negotiations as a trigger for stage 3. I had briefed her in that regard and that is what 

was decided at the briefing meeting on the morning of 16 August 2012 as reflected in 

the minutes of that meeting. 
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18. 

I am advised that there is criticism for lack of detail with regard to stages 4 to 6 of the 

plan. The simple reason for this is that stage 4 self-evidently involved the processing 

of people who had been arrested and the management of the crime scene. The 

detail in relation to the implementation of stages 5 and 6 depended on the 

intelligence we would have received from the arrested persons during stage 4. As it 

happens, we received very useful intelligence from some of the people who were 

arrested and that intelligence has been followed up to make further arrests thus 

preventing further loss of life and damage to property. 

 

E Wednesday 15 August 2012 

19. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 33 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. A transcript of the discussion during the afternoon meeting with the 

presidents of NUM and AMCU and the Lonmin management has been submitted to 

the Commission as exhibit 004. I requested at the beginning of that meeting that it be 

minuted but the parties refused. Unknown to me it was evidently recorded by 

someone. I came to know that the meeting had been secretly recorded only after the 

Commission had started. I shall comment in greater detail on the discussions in that 

meeting during my evidence-in-chief. 

20. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 37 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. A transcript of the debriefing meeting in the evening of 15 August 2012 has 

been submitted to the Commission as exhibit GGG4. Again, I had asked that it be 

minuted but the parties refused. Yet someone recorded the discussions (including an 

off the record conversation) without my knowledge. I learnt of this fact only when this 

transcript was brought to my knowledge during the course of this Commission’s 

proceedings.  
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21. 

I wish to add further that at that meeting Mr Joseph Mathunjwa was so confident that 

the protesters would lay down their weapons the following morning that he was not 

prepared to entertain any negativity in that regard when I asked him, “If they do not 

hand over [their weapons] tomorrow what next?” Earlier I had asked him directly 

whether he was saying that “tomorrow they will hand in their weapons, they will 

disperse”, to which he responded categorically, “Yes”, and went on to defend AMCU 

against being portrayed as a union that instigates violence. I shall comment in 

greater detail on the discussions in that meeting during my evidence-in-chief. 

 

F Thursday 16 August 2012 

22. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 39 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. I am aware that Mr Mathunjwa has claimed that when I introduced him to 

the Provincial Commissioner I told him I was not in charge of the operation but that 

the Provincial Commissioner was. This is not true. I have never said this to Mr 

Mathunjwa either when I introduced him to the Provincial Commissioner or on any 

other occasion. I have no idea why he would attribute such utterances to me. I have 

never hidden the fact that I was Overall Commander of the operation to anyone. I 

can think of no reason why I would have done so to Mr Mathunjwa. 

23. 

I briefed the Provincial Commissioner about the need to move to implement stage 3 

of the plan. These were some of my reasons as I recall them: 

• Negotiations by the SAPS directly with them since Monday 13 August 2012 

had failed.  

• Negotiations with them through the presidents of the two trade unions (AMCU 

and NUM) had failed.  
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• Papa 1 had reported that the mood of the crowd had changed for the worse 

and I feared they might take their frustration out on innocent by-standers. 

• People were being attacked, maimed and killed by these protesters for going 

to work. There was always the danger and risk of further killings because the 

employer and employees continued to refuse talking to each other.  

• There were already threats that had been made against the police that 

morning. 

24. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 41 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. I am advised that criticism has been levelled at the seeming urgency with 

which it was decided to implement stage 3. The criticism, I am advised, is that there 

was no urgency. This is not a fair criticism and I refer to the factors listed in 

paragraph 23 above.  

25. 

I am also advised that we are being criticised for lack of clarity as regards the trigger 

for stage 3. The reason was quite simply the failure of negotiations and the other 

factors listed in paragraph 23 above. Failure of negotiations is one of the reasons for 

implementing a dispersal action in terms of Standing Order 262, and in the briefing 

minutes of a meeting that morning at 06h00 it is clearly recorded that “If the 

negotiations are not successful and the protesters refuse to leave the koppie and lay 

down their weapons the Police must be in a position to act accordingly”. By the 

phrase “to act accordingly” was envisaged the dispersal and disarmament approach 

which is stage 3. (The minutes of that meeting are exhibit TT4 and this quote 

appears at the penultimate paragraph of the second page). In any event, violence 

had escalated in the Marikana area since Saturday 11 August 2012 when gunshots 

were fired during a march on NUM offices by these protesters or strikers. There was 

also an appreciation of the existence of two distinct groups and a plan to deal with 

those separately. 
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26. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 46 of my original statement I wish to add the 

following. I am advised that Mr Mathunjwa, again, claims that when he came back to 

report on what happened at the koppie after he had addressed the protesters I told 

him that I was no longer in charge but that the Provincial Commissioner was. This is 

not correct. I never said such a thing and I have no idea why Mr Mathunjwa would 

want to put such words in my mouth. 

27. 

I should add to what I say in paragraph 48 of my original statement that we had no 

visual aides at the JOC and relied on radio and cell-phone reports on what was 

happening on the ground. I thought I would be in a better position to give guidance 

as Overall Commander if I could see what was happening from the sky. I cannot say 

precisely what time we left but we had not yet received reports at the JOC of how the 

operation was proceeding. 

28. 

I should add to what I say in paragraph 51 of my original statement that as Overall 

Commander I am the soundboard to the Operational Commander and the JOC when 

problems arise and they inform me through the radio or cell-phone of those problems 

and seek my guidance. This did not happen. It is not the function of the Overall 

Commander to usurp the functions of the Operational Commander particularly when 

the Operational Commander is better positioned as being on the ground and 

experiencing action first-hand. 

29. 

In addition to what I say in paragraph 56 of my original statement I wish to add that 

what I said in that paragraph was said only with the benefit of hindsight. At the time 

that I learnt of the deaths I knew of no scene 1 and scene 2 but of a single event. 

Secondly, even if I had been told of the shooting around the kraal immediately it had 

happened and guidance sought from me as regards further conduct, it is possible 

that I might, in addition to advising or directing that members regroup and contain the 
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situation by focussing on the scene around the kraal, still have directed that 

members pursue the armed strikers, disperse them into smaller groups and disarm 

them. Whatever direction I would have given would have depended on the situation 

as I assessed it. It is impossible to say for sure what I would have done in the 

circumstances that faced members that fateful afternoon on 16 August 2012 

because I was not at the scene of the shooting.  

  

G Friday 17 August 2012   

30. 

On that day the National Commissioner held a media briefing. I believe the media 

statement has been submitted as an exhibit. Before she took to addressing the 

media, I gave a media presentation and explained what had happened on Monday 

13 August 2012 and even played a footage of my interaction with the protesters. 

After I had done, I gave over the platform to the National Commissioner. 

 

H Potchefstroom Meetings 

31. 

This was not intended as a proper debriefing in the form of a SWOT analysis. Some 

of the reasons for this were: 

• There was already investigation by IPID  

• The President had already announced the Commission 

• Based on these reasons I accepted that we should rather collect as much 

information on the facts as possible in order to place before the Commission. 

• In any event, I considered that it would not be preferable to do a proper 

SWOT analysis debriefing as envisaged by Standing Order 262 which 

requires that a debriefing must be held with all role-players to determine 
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whether the operation was effective and whether communication with the role-

players was adequate (see paragraph 13(2) of SO 262).   

32. 

I attended about 2 or 3 meetings at Potchefstroom which was facilitated by Brigadier 

Van Graan. Even in those meetings that I attended, there were sessions which I did 

not attend. I talked on the events of Monday 13 August 2012 and the two meetings 

that I held with the union presidents and Lonmin management on 15 August 2012. I 

do not know the detail of what was discussed when I was not there. 

 

I Conclusion 

33. 

I shall give evidence on some of the other matters raised by experts and other 

witnesses during my evidence-in-chief. This statement is intended to be a fairly 

comprehensive guide on what my evidence will cover so that if the other parties 

require further clarity they can prepare their questions and I shall do my best to 

respond to them as far as I am able to do so. 

 

 

____________ 
DEPONENT 

 

SIGNED AND SWORN TO at ___________ on this____day  of  JUNE 2013 by the 

deponent who has stated that: 

 

a. He knows and understands the contents hereof and that it is true and correct; 

b. He has no objection to taking the prescribed oath; and 
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c. He regards the prescribed oath as binding on her conscience. 

d. “So help me God”. 

 

 

Signed before me 

 

Commissioner of Oaths: 

 

 SIGNATURE 

 

 


